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The National Politics Web Guide, a service of Oleg Schultz, offers a very brief
biographical sketch of the British King William IV (1765-1837). The biographical sketch
notes important events during his reign. The information is provided as part of a listing
of the monarchs and rulers of England and Great Britain from 924 forward.
George I (Penguin Monarchs)The Lucky KingPenguin UK
The acclaimed Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's
rulers - now in paperback For a man with such conventional tastes and views, George
V had a revolutionary impact. Almost despite himself he marked a decisive break with
his flamboyant predecessor Edward VII, inventing the modern monarchy, with its
emphasis on frequent public appearances, family values and duty. George V was an
effective war-leader and inventor of 'the House of Windsor'. In an era of ever greater
media coverage - frequently filmed and initiating the British Empire Christmas
broadcast - George became for 25 years a universally recognised figure. He was also
the only British monarch to take his role as Emperor of India seriously. While his great
rivals (Tsar Nicolas and Kaiser Wilhelm) ended their reigns in catastrophe, he plodded
on. David Cannadine's sparkling account of his reign could not be more enjoyable, a
masterclass in how to write about Monarchy, that central - if peculiar - pillar of British
life.
George IV spent most of his life waiting to become king: as a pleasure-loving and
rebellious Prince of Wales during the sixty-year reign of his father, George III, and for
ten years as Prince Regent, when his father went mad. 'The days are very long when
you have nothing to do' he once wrote plaintively, but he did his best to fill them with
pleasure - women, art, food, wine, fashion, architecture. He presided over the creation
of the Regency style, which came to epitomise the era, and he was, with Charles I, the
most artistically literate of all our kings. Yet despite his life of luxury and indulgence,
George died alone and unmourned. Stella Tillyard has not written a judgemental book,
but a very human and enjoyable one, about this most colourful of all British kings.
Like his mother Queen Victoria, Edward VII defined an era. Both reflected the
personalties of their central figures: hers grand, imperial and pretty stiff; his no less
grand, but much more relaxed and enjoyable. This book conveys Edward's distinct
personality and significant influences. To the despair of his parents, he rebelled as a
young man, conducting many affairs and living a life of pleasure. But as king he made a
distinct contribution to European diplomacy and - which is little known - to London,
laying out the Mall and Admiralty Arch. Richard Davenport-Hines's book is as enjoyable
as its subject and the age he made.
The acclaimed Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's
rulers - now in paperback If Ethelred was notoriously 'Unready' and Alfred 'Great', King
George VI should bear the designation of 'George the Dutiful'. Throughout his life he
dedicated himself to the pursuit of what he thought he ought to be doing rather than
what he wanted to do. Inarticulate and loathing any sort of public appearances, he
accepted that it was his destiny to figure regularly and conspicuously in the public eye,
gritted his teeth, largely conquered his crippling stammer and got on with it. He was not
born to be king, but he made an admirable one, and was the figurehead of the nation at
the time of its greatest trial, during the Second World War. This is a sparklingly brilliant
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and enjoyable book about him.
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The Simplified Chinese edition of The Giver, a 1993 American young-adult utopian
novel by Lois Lowry.
Charles II has always been one of the most instantly recognisable British kings - both in
his physical appearance, disseminated through endless portraits, prints and pub signs,
and in his complicated mix of lasciviousness, cynicism and luxury. His father's
execution and his own many years of exile made him a guarded, curious, unusually selfconscious ruler. He lived through some of the most striking events in the national
history - from the Civil Wars to the Great Plague, from the Fire of London to the wars
with the Dutch. Clare Jackson's marvellous book takes full advantage of its irrepressible
subject.
?????:????
In September 2015 Queen Elizabeth II becomes Britain's longest-reigning monarch.
During her long lifetime Britain and the world have changed beyond recognition, yet
throughout she has stood steadfast as a lasting emblem of stability, continuity and
public service. Historian and senior politician Douglas Hurd has seen the Queen at
close quarters, as Home Secretary and then on overseas expeditions as Foreign
Secretary. Here he considers the life and role of Britain's most greatly admired
monarch, who, inheriting a deep sense of duty from her father George VI, has
weathered national and family crises, seen the end of an Empire and heard voices
raised in favour of the break-up of the United Kingdom. Hurd creates an arresting
portrait of a woman deeply conservative by nature yet possessing a ready acceptance
of modern life and the awareness that, for things to stay the same, they must change.
With a preface by HRH Prince William, Duke of Cambridge
William III (1689-1702) & Mary II (1689-94) (Britain's only ever 'joint monarchs')
changed the course of the entire country's history, coming to power through a coup
(which involved Mary betraying her own father), reestablishing parliament on a new
footing and, through commiting Britain to fighting France, initiating an immensely long
period of warfare and colonial expansion. Jonathan Keates' wonderful book makes both
monarchs vivid, the cold, shrewd 'Dutch' William and the shortlived Mary, whose life
and death inspired Purcell to write some of his greatest music.
George II, King of Great Britain and Ireland and Elector of Hanover, came to Britain for
the first time when he was 31. He had a terrible relationship with his father George I,
which was later paralleled by his relationship to his own son. He was short-tempered
and uncultivated, but in his twenty-three-year reign he presided over a great flourishing
in his adoptive country - economic, military and cultural - all described with
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characteristic wit and elegance by Norman Davies. (George II so admired the Hallelujah
chorus in Handel's Messiah that he stood while it was being performed - as modern
audiences still do.) Much of his attention remained in Hanover and on continental
politics, as a result of which he was the last British monarch to lead his troops into
battle at Dettingen in 1744.
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
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Charismatic, insatiable and cruel, Henry VIII was, as John Guy shows, a king who became
mesmerized by his own legend - and in the process destroyed and remade England. Said to
be a 'pillager of the commonwealth', this most instantly recognizable of kings remains a figure
of extreme contradictions: magnificent and vengeful; a devout traditionalist who oversaw a
cataclysmic rupture with the church in Rome; a talented, towering figure who nevertheless
could not bear to meet people's eyes when he talked to them. In this revealing new account,
John Guy looks behind the mask into Henry's mind to explore how he understood the world
and his place in it - from his isolated upbringing and the blazing glory of his accession, to his
desperate quest for fame and an heir and the terrifying paranoia of his last, agonising, 54-inchwaisted years.
George III, Britain's longest-reigning king, has gone down in history as 'the cruellest tyrant of
this age' (Thomas Paine, eighteenth century), 'a sovereign who inflicted more profound and
enduring injuries upon this country than any other modern English king' (WEH Lecky,
nineteenth century), 'one of England's most disastrous kings' (JH Plumb, twentieth century)
and as the pompous, camp and sinister monarch of the musical 'Hamilton' (twenty-first
century). Andrew Roberts's magnificent new biography takes entirely the opposite view. It
convincingly portrays George as intelligent, benevolent, scrupulously devoted to the
constitution of his country and (as head of government as well as head of state) navigating the
turbulence of eighteenth-century politics with a strong sense of honour and duty. He was a
devoted husband and family man, a great patron of the arts and sciences, keen ('Farmer
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George') to advance Britain's agricultural capacity and determined that her horizons should be
global. The book gives a detailed, revisionist account of the American War of Independence,
amongst other things persuasively taking apart a significant proportion of the Declaration of
Independence. In a later war, it shows how George's support for William Pitt was crucial to the
battle against Napoleon. And it makes a credible, modern diagnosis of George's terrible
malady which robbed him of his mind for the last 10 years of his life - his other main claim to
the popular imagination. Roberts argues that, far from being a tyrant or incompetent, George III
was one of our most admirable monarchs. George III shows one of Britain's premier historians
at his sparkling best.
King of Britain for sixty years and the last king of what would become the United States,
George III inspired both hatred and loyalty and is now best known for two reasons: as a
villainous tyrant for America's Founding Fathers, and for his madness, both of which have been
portrayed on stage and screen. In this concise and penetrating biography, Jeremy Black turns
away from the image-making and back to the archives, and instead locates George's life within
his age: as a king who faced the loss of key colonies, rebellion in Ireland, insurrection in
London, constitutional crisis in Britain and an existential threat from Revolutionary France as
part of modern Britain's longest period of war. Black shows how George III rose to these
challenges with fortitude and helped settle parliamentary monarchy as an effective
governmental system, eventually becoming the most popular monarch for well over a century.
He also shows us a talented and curious individual, committed to music, art, architecture and
science, who took the duties of monarchy seriously, from reviewing death penalties to trying to
control his often wayward children even as his own mental health failed, and became Britain's
longest reigning king.
No English king has so divided opinion, both during his reign and in the centuries since, more
than Richard III. He was loathed in his own time for the never-confirmed murder of his young
nephews, the Princes in the Tower, and died fighting his own subjects on the battlefield. This is
the vision of Richard we have inherited from Shakespeare. Equally, he inspired great loyalty in
his followers. In this enlightening, even-handed study, Rosemary Horrox builds a complex
picture of a king who by any standard failed as a monarch. He was killed after only two years
on the throne, without an heir, and brought such a decisive end to the House of York that
Henry Tudor was able to seize the throne, despite his extremely tenuous claim. Whether
Richard was undone by his own fierce ambitions, or by the legacy of a Yorkist dynasty which
was already profoundly dysfunctional, the end result was the same: Richard III destroyed the
very dynasty that he had spent his life so passionately defending.
Although he was not born to be king, in many ways, George V created the modern British
monarchy. His reign marked a decisive break with his cosmopolitan and promiscuous father,
emphasizing family values and a sense of public duty. He also changed his family name to
'Windsor' and was the first monarch to deliver an annual Christmas broadcast. George V was
the only British sovereign who was also crowned Emperor of India, a focus of patriotic loyalty
during the First World War - keeping his throne while his cousins, the Russian Tsar and the
German Emperor, both lost theirs - and the first British monarch to appoint a Labour prime
minister. David Cannadine's sparkling account of George V's reign is a masterclass in
historical portraiture; offering many new insights into the king who was also the present
Queen's grandfather, who doted on her and hoped that one day she would inherit the throne.
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
Wolfson History Prize??????????Royal Academy of Arts?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?19????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
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??????history?herstory?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The acclaimed Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's rulers now in paperback 'After my death', George V said of his eldest son and heir, 'the boy will ruin
himself in 12 months'. From the death of his father in 1936 to the constitutional crisis provoked
by his proposal to the then-married American socialite Wallis Simpson and his subsequent
abdication, Edward VIII reigned for less than year. In choosing the woman he loved over his
royal birthright, Edward fulfilled his father's prophecy and instigated the monarchy's most
significant upheaval of the twentieth century. Retitled 'Duke of Windsor' and essentially exiled,
Edward has remained a controversial figure ever since. Through his correspondence with,
amongst other confidants, Winston Churchill, Piers Brendon traces Edward's tumultuous life in
this superb, pacey biography.
Part of the Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's rulers in a
collectible format Queen Victoria inherited the throne at 18 and went on to become the longestreigning female monarch in history, in a time of intense industrial, cultural, political, scientific
and military change within the United Kingdom and great imperial expansion outside of it (she
was made Empress of India in 1876). Overturning the established picture of the dour old lady,
this is a fresh and engaging portrait from one of our most talented royal biographers. Jane
Ridley is Professor of Modern History at Buckingham University, where she teaches a course
on biography. Her previous books include The Young Disraeli; a study of Edwin Lutyens, The
Architect and his Wife, which won the 2003 Duff Cooper Prize; and the best-selling Bertie: A
Life of Edward VII. A Fellow of the Royal Society for Literature, Ridley writes for the Spectator
and other newspapers, and has appeared on radio and several television documentaries. She
lives in London and Scotland.
??????,????????????;??????????????????????????????;?????????????????????;??????????
???????????????????????;?????????????????????????????.
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????????????????????????1937?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????193
0?????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????? × ?????????
?????2015 ? 3 ? ???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
James's reign marked one of the very rare major breaks in England's monarchy. Already
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James VI of Scotland and a highly experienced ruler who had established his authority over
the Scottish Kirk, he marched south on Elizabeth I's death to become James I of England and
Ireland, uniting the British Isles for the first time and founding the Stuart dynasty which would,
with several lurches, reign for over a century. Indeed his descendant still occupies the throne.
A complex, curious man and great survivor, James drastically changed court life in London and
presided over such major projects as the Authorized Version of the Bible and the
establishment of English settlements in Virginia, Massachusetts, Gujarat and the Caribbean.
Although he failed to unite England and Scotland, he insisted that ambassadors acknowledge
him as King of Great Britain and that vessels from both countries display a version of the
current Union Flag. He was often accused of being too informal and insufficiently regal - but
when his son, Charles I, decided to redress these criticisms in his own reign he was destroyed.
How much of the roots of this disaster were to be found in James's reign is one of the many
problems dramatized in Thomas Cogswell's brilliant and highly entertaining new book.
???????????????????????????????????????“???????”??????????“???????”??????????????
?????????????????????????
????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????1948???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????1000-1492???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ? ???? ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????
????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????????……
?????????? ?????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????? ? ???? ????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????????? ??????? Speaking of
Books????? ???????????? ????Asher Yarden?????????????? ???????????????? ?????????
George I was not the most charismatic of the Hanoverian monarchs to have reigned in
England but he was probably the most important. He was certainly the luckiest. Born the
youngest son of a landless German duke, he was taken by repeated strokes of good fortune to
become, first the ruler of a major state in the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation and
then the sovereign of three kingdoms (England, Ireland and Scotland). Tim Blanning's incisive
short biography examines George's life and career as a German prince, and as King. Fifty-four
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years old when he arrived in London in 1714, he was a battle-hardened veteran, who put his
long experience and deep knowledge of international affairs to good use in promoting the
interests of both Hanover and Great Britain. When he died, his legacy was order and prosperity
at home and power and prestige abroad. Disagreeable he may have been to many, but he was
also tough, determined and effective, at a time when other European thrones had started to
crumble.

From one of the most beloved and distinguished historians of the British
monarchy, here is a lively, intimately detailed biography of a long-overlooked king
who reimagined the Crown in the aftermath of World War I and whose marriage
was an epic romance. The grandfather of Queen Elizabeth II, King George V
ruled the British Empire from 1910 to 1936, a period of unprecedented
international turbulence. Yet no one could deny that as a young man, George
seemed uninspired. As his biographer Harold Nicolson famously put it, "he did
nothing at all but kill animals and stick in stamps." The contrast between him and
his flamboyant, hedonistic, playboy father Edward VII could hardly have been
greater. However, though it lasted only a quarter-century, George's reign was
immensely consequential. He faced a constitutional crisis, the First World War,
the fall of thirteen European monarchies and the rise of Bolshevism. The
suffragette Emily Davison threw herself under his horse at the Derby, he refused
asylum to his cousin the Tsar Nicholas II during the Russian Revolution, and he
facilitated the first Labour government. And, as Jane Ridley shows, the modern
British monarchy would not exist without George; he reinvented the institution,
allowing it to survive and thrive when its very existence seemed doomed. The
status of the British monarchy today, she argues, is due in large part to him. How
this supposedly limited man managed to steer the crown through so many perils
and adapt an essentially Victorian institution to the twentieth century is a great
story in itself. But this book is also a riveting portrait of a royal marriage and
family life. Queen Mary played a pivotal role in the reign as well as being an
important figure in her own right. Under the couple's stewardship, the crown
emerged stronger than ever. George V founded the modern monarchy, and yet
his disastrous quarrel with his eldest son, the Duke of Windsor, culminated in the
existential crisis of the Abdication only months after his death. Jane Ridley has
had unprecedented access to the archives, and for the first time is able to
reassess in full the many myths associated with this crucial and dramatic time.
She brings us a royal family and world not long vanished, and not so far from our
own.
In 1461 Edward earl of March, an able, handsome, and charming eighteen-year
old, usurped the English throne from his feeble Lancastrian predecessor Henry
VI. Ten years on, following outbreaks of civil conflict that culminated in him
losing, then regaining the crown, he had finally secured his kingdom. The years
that followed witnessed a period of rule that has been described as a golden age:
a time of peace and economic and industrial expansion, which saw the
establishment of a style of monarchy that the Tudors would later develop. Yet,
argues A. J. Pollard, Edward, who was drawn to a life of sexual and epicurean
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excess, was a man of limited vision, his reign remaining to the very end the
narrow rule of a victorious faction in civil war. Ultimately, his failure was dynastic:
barely two months after his death in April 1483, the throne was usurped by
Edward's youngest brother, Richard III.
Written by Philip Ziegler, one of Britain's most celebrated biographers, George VI
is part of the Penguin Monarchs series: short, fresh, expert accounts of England's
rulers in a collectible format If Ethelred was notoriously 'Unready' and Alfred
'Great', King George VI should bear the title of 'George the Dutiful'. Throughout
his life, George dedicated himself to the pursuit of what he thought he ought to be
doing rather than what he wanted to do. Inarticulate and loathing any sort of
public appearances, he accepted that it was his destiny to figure conspicuously in
the public eye, gritted his teeth, battled his crippling stammer and got on with it.
He was not born to be king, but he made an admirable one, and was the
figurehead of the nation at the time of its greatest trial, the Second World War.
This is a brilliant, touching and sometimes funny book about this reluctant public
figure, and the private man. Philip Ziegler is the author of the authorised
biographies of Mountbatten, Harold Wilson and Edward Heath. His other books
include The Duchess of Dino, William IV, The Black Death and most recently
Olivier. Initially a diplomat, he worked for many years in book publishing before
becoming a full-time writer.
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